
Supplier Security Program
Cyber-supply chain risk management framework for critical suppliers.

Supports NIST SP 800-161 Compliance
The A2V Supplier Security Program supports 
compliance with NIST SP 800-161 and follows the 
enterprise risk management process. 

Supply chain risk management controls have been 
mapped to ensure compliance with the following 
regulations: DoDI 5000.90, NIST SP 800-53, NIST 
SP 800-171, NIST 800-161, NDAA 2019 Section 
889(a)(1), Executive Order 14028.

Look for the badge. A2V badging 
indicates that suppliers are monitoring 
their supply chain enabling 
compliance with NIST SP 800-161.
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Discover, prioritize, and 
monitor third-party supply 
chain cyber risks.

Manage your third-party 
cyber risk program in a 
single integrated solution.

Access a complete toolkit of 
supply chain security and 
cyber risk solutions.
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Operationalize third party risk management 
in compliance with DoD, NIST and NDAA requirements.
Fortress provides cyber supply chain risk management solutions that 
help secure over 40% of the US power grid and sectors including 
Energy, Aerospace & Defense, Manufacturing, Telecom, Pharmaceuticals, 
Transportation, and others. Fortress was awarded an SBIR Phase III for 
its supply chain risk management solutions.

Validated. Fortress A2V validation entails rigorous review and continuous 
monitoring of supply chain risk to ensure enrolled organizations have 
an effective toolset for identifying and remediating cyber risk associated 
with third party vendors 

Fortress A2V is a web based platform that provides risk illumination by 
leveraging machine learning to interpret information from public, private, 
and proprietary data sources. A2V enables automated and real-time 
vendor profiles, illuminating risk from compliance, cybersecurity, and 
foreign influence.

Operationalized. A2V has created a methodology that defines inherent 
cyber risk from products and services, applied the inherent risk 
methodology to carry out a criticality ranking of suppliers and maintained 
basic C-SCRM controls as indicated by authoritative sources. 

Continuously Monitored. A2V badged suppliers continuously monitor 
supply chain risk to uncover application security vulnerabilities, security 
protocol health, geolocation, and patching cadence. Foreign ownership 
monitoring uncovers security incidents, recent mergers and acquisitions. 
Compliance monitoring uncovers safety, environmental, labor, and 
privacy complaints.  A2V scans for a broad range of controls including 
breaches, dark web activity, known compromised assets, and domain 
name server configurations.  

Fortress guides critical enterprises to discover, 
prioritize, and monitor supply chain cyber risk.

Find out more at www.fortressinfosec.com.


